Abstract
Introduction
The movement into the ubiquitous computing realm will integrate the advances from both mobile and pervasive computing. Though these terms are often used interchangeably, they are conceptually different and employ different ideas of organizing and managing computing services [1] [2] [3] . The increasing of mobile usage has been widespread since it is a most cool gadget that compromise mobility, efficiency and effective to the end users. Nowadays, mobile phone can be considered as a multi-purpose device. One of the function of mobile device, it can provide navigation services to end user. The navigation system in the mobile device rely mainly on GPS for absolute position determination. However, the positioning using GPS on mobile can get a 10+-m accuracy in the best environment. This accuracy becomes worse in urban areas especially inside building [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The navigation in that particular area becomes a more challenging task as the user moves in general in areas where no one of the common location techniques works continuously in standalone mode. In order to solve this challenging task of continuous position determination, there is a need of combination with other location techniques.
Although the integration of GPS with other external positioning technology can be made, this solution is not intended very much to solve this issue since it may make end users feel harsh on device integration. On the other side, others sensor on mobile phone such as WLAN, Camera and Bluetooth can be used as alternative positioning method. The integration of positioning within mobile phone can be made to ensure mobile navigation technologies become more pervasive, mobility and ubiquity. In this paper, we focus on the indoor positioning in term to how to get positioning information inside building in a hallways/corridor by using hybridization of WLAN and Camera. We do not cover positioning outside building and indoor/outdoor positioning since the indoor positioning is the crucial part in the navigation system. As addition, the integration of GPS with alternative positioning can be made easily. The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 will present the reviews of color constancy. Section 3 will present our proposed method. The details of our preliminary result are covered in Section 4. Finally, discussion and research direction are given in Section 5.
Review of color constancy
The measurement of color constancy can be estimated by using the light source color. In this estimation, the original image values are transformed in order to correct the chromaticity of the light source. Let say image values  = (  ,   ,   )  , this value depends on light source color (λ), the function of camera sensitivity (see equation 1) and reflectance of surface (, ) , where λ equals to light wavelength and x is the coordinate space [14] [15] (see equation 2);
which are; visible spectrum  = {, , }, factor of scale   and   that model the body relative amount and reflectance of specular which contribute overall reflectance of light (which located at x). Under the Lambertian assumption the specular reflection is ignored. This result in the following model (see equation 3), which are () is the shading value of Lambertian . Assumed that the scene is illuminated by a single of light source and the observed color of the light source e, which it depends on the light source of color (), and the sensitivity of camera function ():
If the value in both of () and () is unknown, and therefore the estimate of value e is an under constrained problem that can not be solved without further assumptions. In this part, we will explain briefly on how to correct image in which is very crucial to estimate the light source color. In order to do that, the diagonal change or von Kries model [16] is used, which is operated by not changing the basic color [17] [18] or using a sharpening of the spectrum [19] [20] . These techniques have shown their merits to improve the quality of output images, if the source of light in which the original image was recorded is known. Diagonal model used is given by equation (5) , where   is the image taken in unknown light source is,   is the same image to change which that appears if it has been taken under canonical illuminant environment, and  , is a diagonal matrix that maps the colors that brought under one light source is not known u for their corresponding colors under statutory light source  (see equation 6) .
Although this model is merely an estimate of the illumination of light source, and may not accurately able to demonstrate the photometric changes. However, it may also be accepted as color correction model [21] 
Low-level based
The most popular method in low level based is Grey world [26] . This type uses assumption in deviation from the color chromaticity scene moderated by the effects of light sources (or illumination effect). The light source color e can be determined by calculate the average color value in a image as shown below:
where k is a multiplicative constant such color light source (color of illuminant),  = (  ,   ,   )  , has a length unit. In other side, assumption by using white patch is another popular one [27] which executed based on RGB channels response (maximum value) in which is obtained by a perfect reflectance on the surface. In practice, the assumption of perfect reflectance value is reduced by considering the separate color channels, resulting in the max-RGB algorithm. This method is to determine the illuminant of light source (illuminant value) by calculating the maximum response in separate color channels:
Previous algorithms were using some kind of smooth technique as a pre process in illumination determination [28] [29] . However, this step is almost similar in term of performance of the WhitePatch method as segmentation by using Grey World. As additional, the advantage of the Local Space Average color method [29] can be used to determine illuminant pixel wise in which it does not require an input image that can be obtained in uniform light environment. By referring to [30] [31], we can see the result of max-RGB algorithm which shows the dynamic range of image have an enormous influence in term of performance. The White Patch and Gray World shown as special instantiations of a more general framework (framework of Minkowski) [32] :
In equation (9), the replacement of  = 1 is equal to calculate and obtain the average of f (x). In general, p is tuned to the data set at hand in order to obtain a suitable variable. Therefore, the optimum variable of this parameter may vary for different data sets. The assumptions of constancy of color are based on the color distributions which appear in the image. According to [33] , incorporated of higher image statistics in the image derivatives form, where the Grey-Edge framework set combines wellknown methods such as equations on (9), and methods based on first order and second derivatives:
where, | . | means the Frobenius norm,  = {, , },  in order derivatives and Minkowski pnorm. In addition, derivatives are defined as convolving the image by Gaussian filter with parameter of scale (σ) [62] as shown below:
where, * means convolution and  +  = . This method is updated in [34] by using constraints illuminant. In addition in [35] , the model of the spatial dependencies between pixel have been made and it shows that this method can learn dependencies between pixel more effective compared to GreyEdge method. The extension of the research finally made in [36] , in order to establish a physics-based weighting scheme since some of edge may contain a diverse information. The results show this method is more accurate but lacking in complexity cost.
Physic-based method
Currently, most of the methods are based on model Lambertian (please see equation 2), however there are some methods or techniques which are based on dichromatic reflection model (please see equation 1). Basically, this kind of method uses information physical interaction between light source by utilizing dichromatic model to illuminants constraint. If multiple of such planes are found, corresponding to various different surfaces, then the color of the light source is estimated using the intersection of those planes. There are previous proposed approaches that use highlights [37] [40] . Intuition behind these rules is that if the pixels found in the body reflectance factor mb in eq. (1) is near zero (0), then the color of the pixels are similar or the same color light sources. However, all these methods have some shortcomings: take the challenge and the specular reflection color sections may also occur. Effectively eliminate the usability of the last pixel specular (more may be cut from other pixels). Methods based on different physical and is suggested in [41] . This method uses the dichromatic reflection model to project the surface of a single pixel in the chromaticity space. Then, a set of light sources may be modeled using a Planckian black-body radiator. Planckian locus intersects the surface of the dichromatic line for the light source color. This method, in theory, allows the estimated illuminant of the surface although there is only one present at the scene. However, it requires all the pixels in the image to be divided, so that all surfaces are uniquely identified. Alternatively, the colors in the image can be described using multilinear models consisting of several simultaneous planes oriented about an axis defined by the illuminant [42] [43] . This eliminates the problem of presegmentation, but does not depend on the observation that the color representative of any particular substance can be identified. In [44] , this requirement is relaxed, which resulted in two Hough transform voting procedures.
Methodology
Generally, our concept is very simple which is to find any visual landmarks and match them with information that obtained from WLAN positioning in order to estimate indoor positioning. By doing that, we expect to compute precisely the final positioning output. The available visual landmarks at the hallway are not the same type with open area such as corners, doors and transactions between floors to wall. However, the features have homogeneity high degree, in which it is not uniquely identified but it can be solve by comparing with known feature location. In our scope, we only discuss how to determine user positioning in hallway only. By refer to Figure 1 , it shows our algorithm flow diagram. Our flow diagram basically uses two (2) different sensor input which are camera and WLAN receiver. The integration of different input is expected to establish the final positioning output be more accurate rather than positioning by single positioning sensor. The input from camera which is obtained by capturing the image will be extracted. In the image, we will extract visible feature interest point (corner), besides that, we also obtain WLAN positioning coordinate from WLAN signal strength. This type of two (2) different information will be sent directly by using our mobile phone trough existing wireless network to our server. In our server, the image input will firstly processed by color constancy algorithm in order to reduce illumination error in the image. Then it will be processed by image segmentation method before it processed through corner detection process in order to get the feature interest point. After image information processing, this interest point image will be matched with coordinate information that are obtained from WLAN positioning by using model fitting approach.
Color constancy-based feature detection
In color constancy-based feature detection part, our algorithm will locate image features as a first step. However, there are some limitation of location information in the building map, the map suppose to have another information including door and corner. Usually this type of information we can call as microlandmarks which are located in the image where the doorways lines and floor edge corners meet. Although the microlandmarks or feature interest point is suffered by illumination change environment in hallways, we prefer to use color constancy-based feature detection in order to obtain such information interest point on the floor edges. By doing that, it is expected that this kind of solution can Investigation of Color Constancy for Ubiquitous Wireless LAN/Camera Positioning: An Initial Outcome Wan Mohd Yaakob Wan Bejuri,Mohd Murtadha Mohamad, Maimunah Sapri, Mohd Adly Rosly reduce illumination error on image, and then it is made much easier for another step to recognize feature interest point. The mean shift [45] method is used in order to segment the image. The image segmentation process basically aim to make categorization of object on a image. After the image has been segmented, the final step in this phase is to detect interest corner at edge intersection of doorways and floor by using cornerity metric [46] . However, we believe that this type of corner detection cannot search all suitable corner, but at least it can find many of them. The false detection of corner will not correspond to the floor plan since there is occlusion of the floor.
Feature matching
The final output of previous phase is the coordinate of feature interest point. When this information is obtained, we will integrate these information together with WLAN positioning information. The WLAN [47] will give positioning information 10+-m accuracy in order to select which possible hallways that user should be located. Additionally, it provides the estimated gross center for regional to be tested; matching system can also search radius estimate based on accuracy and some ideas useful horizontal visibility location system camera. The integration of two different information will finally make correspondence between image captured and floor plan. The reason behind this is to reduce ambiguous cases and search space positioning information in database. For the correspondence part, there are too much possible correspondence. For example, if we want to match 10 point in a image captured with 32 point in a floor map, the possibble corresponding match between image and floor point may result 4 billion possible four-point correspondences. In order to solve this issue, we prefer to use Random Sample Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [48] that operates to select and optimize the hypotheses. In this part, we use minimal structural assumptions to generate the hypotheses for the RANSAC algorithm in order to fit lines in the image-space features, at which produce left and right correspondence line. After that, the algorithm chooses as random two (2) points from each line in image captured that orders the points along the lines consistently. Larger distance between 2 points, means more stable and likely to produce stable camera. 
Preliminary Result
In this section, we show the preliminary result by comparing five (5) types of color constancy algorithm in hybrid WLAN/Camera positioning. In order to carry out a large campaign of measurements on the third (3th) floor of the Faculty of Computer Science and Information Systems, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia. We implemented a processing algoritm which is stated in Section three (3) in a server, meanwhile a mobile phone HTC HD Mini operated as a end user mobile device for capturing an image at selected hallway and transmitter unit of image captured via existing WLAN network. Here, we will analyze our result as follows. 
Discussion and future directions
This paper discussed about our preliminary result for using color constancy on hybrid WLAN/Camera positioning. The information from both of sensor output are combined by model fitting approach in order to find the absolute of user target position, without using any conventional searching algorithm. Although we know we did not give quantative result but this result can show how far the color constancy approach can improve our algorithm since it suffered illumination environment. The preliminary result shows, most of the experiment suffered with illumination change. The illumination change will affect position and total of interest points in image. However, it also show the color constancy based on spatial correlation is the most suitable and the most consistence when applied our algorithm. The method of Inverse Intensity Chromaticity Space shows good result in location 2 when the others suffered but it cannot handle in the change environment in which the lightness of image is not consistent.
The hybridization between color constancy maybe applied when end user faces in kind of environment. Although the hybridization between color constancy seems logic, but it is a difficult task for developer as need to think of other criteria on how to switch the color constancy types by classifying which color constancy algorithm is the best fit in a environment. Besides that, developer no need to much worry about the performance of algorithm since the technology of mobile computing is now widely spread with the existence of latest mobile technology such as tablet pc (example: IPAD). However, we will continue our experiment by using this result and simulate with WLAN positioning result in order to get much valuable finding. As a conclusion, interesting future research include investigation of the relation between user localization and hybridization of computational color constancy and WLAN, adopting alternate image correction models used in this paper, and departure of the uniform light source assumption.
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